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Introduction
  

On June 17 I got a depressing email from my bank. They told me my highest variable rate was being cut—
from 2.8 per cent to 2.55 per cent for the highest variable rate, or a 0.25 per cent reduction.

Then, on July 8, another email—slashed from 2.55 per cent to 2.30 per cent.

That doesn’t sound like a lot but think of it this way: interest accrued on a savings account last month with a 
balance of $50,000 was $116. In June it was $106. And now, $96. A drop of $20.

If we extend that to a year’s worth of interest on a savings account with $1000 contributed each month, that 
amounts to $288 annually.

Just think what you can do with $288. With that same amount you can buy:

33 114 off-peak train fares
33 82 cups of barista coffee
33 Two cheap return flights from Sydney to Melbourne
33 A night’s accommodation in a swanky hotel

I’m not the only one enduring these rate cuts—no doubt you are too. 

Banks across the country are dropping their rates on high interest savings accounts and term deposits:

Emma Rapaport 
Reporter, Morningstar

   CBA’s GoalSaver’s maximum 
rate fell by 0.25 per cent (depending 
on the account holder’s balance) to 
1.15 per cent in July.    ANZ’s Progress Saver’s 

maximum rate similarly fell by 
0.25 per cent to 1.95 per cent.

   NAB’s Reward Saver’s 
maximum rates fell by 0.19  
per cent to 1.86 per cent.

Source: Ratecity.com.au

Smaller banks, including ING, AMP, ME Bank and Bank of Queensland, have also slashed their rates.
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For people who rely on the interest earned from savings accounts and term deposits to fund their living 
expenses, these changes can mean they’re getting some of the lowest returns on record. 

At Morningstar, we believe a savings account alone is an ineffective way of accumulating wealth, particularly 
in our current low interest rate environment. 

Diversifying into higher returning investments such as bonds and stocks could help you substantially increase 
your long-term savings.

Data from Fidelity International shows an annual $5000 investment in the ASX 200, starting in 2001, would 
now be worth almost $195,000.

In contrast, a cash investment would have grown to just $120,584 if we assume an interest rate of 3 per 
cent—a difference of more than $70,000 over 18 years.

But cash has its place. An easily accessible pot of cash held separate from the whims of stock market 
volatility can be prudent—for emergencies, for protecting wealth, or building wealth to capture new 
investment opportunities.

In this guide we’ll explore what the Reserve Bank of Australia’s cash rate is and why it affects the returns you 
get from your savings accounts. Then we’ll explore some of the best options for investing your cash as rates 
plummet. 
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Interest rates explained: how they affect your cash
A rise or fall in the cash rate set by the Reserve Bank of Australia 
plays a critical role in your borrowing power

What are interest rates?
Interest rates are the cost of borrowing money. It is the price borrowers pay lenders for the use of their money 
over a period.

If you’re a borrower, interest rates are the fees you’re charged by the lender for using their money. For 
example, let’s say you want to borrow $1000 from the bank to buy a new smartphone:

33 The bank agrees but charges you a 5 per cent interest rate. 
33 When you pay back the loan, you must also pay the interest—5 per cent of $1000, or $50. 
33 Therefore, your total repayments are $1050.

But how does a bank determine how much interest to charge borrowers? 

The cash rate set by the RBA on the first Tuesday of every month influences how Australian banks set 
their rates. As the RBA puts it, the cash rate is the “rate charged on overnight loans between financial 
intermediaries”. 

Banks are not required to adhere to the cash rate, but the RBA rate has “a powerful influence on other 
interest rates” and “forms the base on which the structure of interest rates in the economy is built”.

For the purposes of this guide, we’re focusing on the rate set by the RBA, not the rate set by an individual 
bank. The RBA cash rate affects Australia’s money supply—in short, the amount of money in circulation—
and therefore the state of the economy.

Interest rates are lower than ever 
In Australia, interest rates have largely headed in one direction since 1990—down.  Rates have been 
particularly low since the 2008 global financial crisis as central banks try to stimulate consumer spending and 
growth. 

On 4 June, the RBA cut the official cash rate by 25 basis points to 1.25 per cent. The cash rate had been at 
1.5 per cent for the previous 33 months.

On the domestic front, Reserve Bank governor Philip Lowe cited weak inflation, rising unemployment and 
ongoing falls in house prices as the reason for the rate cut. The move also came after a surprise drop in retail 
sales figures.

Today, the cash rate stands at a record low 1 per cent and many economists are expecting at least one more 
rate cut before Christmas.
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The RBA cash rate since 1990
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How do changes in interest rates affect the economy?
The RBA cash rate has a big influence on the state of the economy, and in turn, the stock market.

As Eleanor Creagh, Australian markets strategist with Saxo Bank, explains, when interest rates increase, 
economies usually see a decrease in aggregate demand—or the total demand for goods and services in the 
economy—and that usually leads people to spend less.

Why? Because high interest rates make loans more expensive. When the cost of borrowing increases, fewer 
people and businesses are able to borrow money. There is also an incentive for people to save as they can get 
a higher savings rate from the bank. When there is less credit available to borrowers, demand falls.

These adjustments take time to affect the economy. Consequently, the supply side doesn’t respond as quickly 
as the demand side of the economy. A gap thus occurs where you have a supply glut—e.g. excess workers, 
infrastructure, goods, inventory, etc.

“So, in that case it flows through to a downward pressure on prices, workers’ wages, on goods within the 
economy, and ultimately inflation,” Creagh says.

On the flip side, when interest rates decrease, economies usually see an increase in aggregate demand 
because people feel they can afford to borrow and therefore spend.

Conversely, people have less incentive to save because the returns on deposits are lower. As a result, in a 
low interest rate climate, savers might put their money into riskier investments such as stocks in a bid to get 
higher returns.

Similarly, Creagh says a lag is formed when the supply side doesn’t respond as quickly as the demand side.

“There’s going to be a period of time where the demand for extra work within the economy, extra goods, 
infrastructure spending, etc. will actually exceed that which is suppled,” she says.

“In this scenario, you get a drawdown in inventory, things are pushed more quickly to meet that excess 
demand, and you get upward pressure on prices, and flow through to increased inflationary pressures 
throughout the economy.”
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Determining how long it takes for a rate change to flow through to the stock market is tricky. Creagh 
estimates it can be nine months for the transition effects to fully materialise in the economy.

Low rates may be good for home buyers but not for savers
Cutting rates may benefit borrowers but it comes at the expense of savers. 

Don Hamson, managing director of Plato, warns that rate cuts will see Australian retirees receive less income 
from floating rate income investment assets.

If further cuts to the cash rate occur this year, Hamson says returns on cash, term deposits and products 
linked to bank bill rates will also likely continue to fall.

“Many income-related products, like income securities or bank hybrids are priced at a margin to bank bill 
rates, and we have already seen 90-day bank bill rates fall more than 60 basis points this year, which is 
already crimping their income,” he says.

“Retirees living off cash-linked income will struggle to make ends meet.”
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What investors can do in a period of low rates
To make your money work harder, it pays to widen the net and seek 
higher-returning investments

Savings accounts alone are an ineffective way of accumulating wealth, particularly highlighted in this current 
low interest rate environment.

Meanwhile, annual inflation is running just above the cash rate, eroding the value of those savings.

CPI v RBA cash rate (%)

Source: Morningstar

Diversifying slightly away from cash into higher returning investments like bonds and stocks could see you 
substantially increase your long-term savings. But cash its place in every portfolio.

Savings accounts and term deposits are low risk as every deposit you make is covered by the government 
guarantee for up to $250,000.

There are three main options for investors: 

33 online savings accounts,
33 term deposits, and 
33 cash exchange traded funds. 

Shop around for the best high interest savings account and term deposit rates
It’s important to do your research on which financial institutions are offering the most attractive rates, before 
deciding on the best account for your cash.

What are savings accounts?
ASIC’s MoneySmart website classifies savings accounts as bank accounts specifically designed to help your 
savings grow faster. They offer a higher interest rate than basic transaction or everyday accounts.

Some also make it harder for you to access your money, by, for instance, not providing for an ATM card. 
But most will give you immediate access to your money when you need it, unlike term deposits, which may 
charge a hefty penalty if you withdraw funds early.
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Typically, savings accounts offer three different types of rates:

33 Standard variable
33 Maximum variable
33 Introductory

The standard variable rate is a base interest rate offered by the savings account provider, which may vary at 
any time.

Interest rates are typically calculated daily based on the balance of your account and credited to your account 
at the end of the month.

The maximum variable rate is a special promotional interest rate or bonus interest rate providers sometimes 
offer on top of the standard variable rate.

This offer will typically have terms and conditions attached which you must comply with to receive the 
maximum rate. Conditions may include making regular deposits or transaction linking accounts.

In addition, some providers may offer an introductory rate or teaser/honeymoon rate as an incentive to open a 
savings account. This offer typically has an expiry date, after which it will revert to the standard variable rate.

Other potential traps to look out for when comparing account options are:

33 Account keeping fees
33 Maximum account balances
33 Age restrictions

You may also want to look for an account that gives you online access to your funds—24 hours a day, seven 
days a week.

Highest variable rates—big 4 banks
Complying with all the requirements providers set to receive the highest variable rates can be taxing. But if 
you’re going to rely on the standard variable rate, it pays to shop around.

Highest variable rates—all lenders
Though many people don’t look outside the major banks, some smaller institutions provide better rates. For 
example, Endeavour Mutual offers a maximum variable rate of 2.75 per cent on its Lifestyle account, and 
RAMS pays a maximum rate of 2.55 per cent for its Saver account.

Bank Product Base rate Max. rate How to earn max. rate

ANZ Progress Saver 0.01% 1.95% Deposit $10 and no withdrawals per month

NAB Reward Saver 0.11% 1.86% One deposit and no withdrawals per month

Westpac Life 0.60% 2.10% Make a deposit and end with higher balance 
per month

CBA GoalSaver 0.01% 1.15% Deposit $200 and no withdrawals per month

Source: Ratecity.com.au, as at 05 Aug 2019
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Highest introductory rates—all lenders

What are term deposits?
A term deposit is a savings product from a financial institution like a bank, credit union or building society. 
Your money is invested at an agreed rate of interest over a fixed term. 

Unlike a savings account, with a term deposit you lock away an amount of money for the length of time. This 
means you can’t access your money until the term has expired. 

Term deposits typically range from one month to five years. The way term deposit rates are set is that the 
longer the time is to maturity, the higher the interest rate. In other words, investors are rewarded for locking 
up their money for longer periods. 

How to invest in term deposits
If you are considering a term deposit because they are fee-free and safe, the question of how long to lock in 
your savings in a term deposit is a key one. One option is to ladder or stagger your investment amount. This 
allows savers to invest in new term deposits at regular intervals, so they can take advantage of any future rise 
in interest rates, without committing all their money into a single term deposit for several years.

This is a flexible option for investors. When the expiry of each term deposit is reached, savers can take 
advantage of potentially more attractive interest rates. You can keep your term deposits to short staggered 
periods, in the hope that rates will rise.

Finding the best rates on the market
As with savings accounts, it pays to shop around for the best rate for the period which suits you. 

Bank Product* Base rate Max. rate How to earn max. rate

Endeavour Mutual Lifestyle Account 1.25% 2.75% Deposit $400/month (up to age 35)

RAMS Saver Account 1.15% 2.55% Deposit $200/month and no withdrawals

BOQ Fast Track Savings Account 0.35% 2.50% Deposit $1,000/month 

MyState Bank Bonus Saver Account 0.80% 2.50% Deposit $20/month and make 5 transactions 
from linked account

*Exluding children’s accounts. Source: Ratecity.com.au, as at 05 Aug 2019

Bank Product Intro rate Base rate Intro conditions

Rabobank High Interest Savings Account 2.75% 1.30% Intro 4 months then 1.30%

AMP Saver Account 2.75% 1.65% Intro 4 months then 1.65%

Macquarie Savings Account 2.65% 0.60% Intro 4 months then 0.60%

HSBC Serious Saver Account 2.60% 0.70% Intro 4 months then 0.70%

Source: Ratecity.com.au, as at 05 Aug 2019

Current rates—big 4 banks

Minimum deposit $5,000 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr

CBA 1.65% 1.60% 1.70%

NAB 1.75% 1.65% 1.75%

Westpac 1.75% 1.70% 1.70%

ANZ 1.85% 1.80% 1.85%

Source: Ratecity.com.au, as at 05 Aug 2019
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Park your money in a top performing cash exchange-traded fund
Another option in a period of low interests is to consider cash exchange-traded-fund (ETF).

An exchange-traded fund is a collection of investments that trade just like a stock on an exchange and is 
generally used to track the performance of a specific market index.

Cash ETFs work by using their size to negotiate lower costs and improved rates with a panel of banks. 
Typically, they aim to outperform the S&P/ASX Bank Bill Index, after fees and expenses.

Investment funds don’t benefit from the government guarantee. However, the fund itself, as a depositor, may 
be able to claim under the Financial Claims Scheme (FCS) up to a cap of $250,000 per account holder.

BetaShare’s Australian High Interest Cash ETF (AAA) was for a long time the only cash ETF on the market, 
amassing a staggering $1.7 billion in funds under management. However, cash and similar products have 
entered the local market, creating direct competition.

Some options include:

Of these, Morningstar Australia only provides research coverage on the BetaShares ETF.

Awarding it a Neutral rating, Morningstar says this ETF delivers an “acceptable but uninspiring” rate of 
return.

“This ETF is an ordinary but adequate parking spot for lazy money.” 

BetaShares deposits the pool of capital into cash-at-call accounts, notice accounts and term deposits—with 
weightings of 38 per cent, 58 per cent and 4 per cent, respectively. 

Morningstar says the size of this ETF helps the fund negotiate better rates, but that customers may be better 
off shopping around with the banks.

“The benefits of scale are immensely relevant to a fund that invests entirely in bank deposits. AAA can muscle 
its size to negotiate lower costs and improved rates with a panel of banks. 

“However, banks may offer seductive introductory rates that later revert to lower ones. Most customers would 
be deterred by the reams of paperwork to shop around, but some motivated retail investors could juice out 
the most competitive personal deposit rates by regularly switching between financial institutions.”

AAA consistently outperforms its benchmark after fees of 0.18 per cent. K

Name Ticker Morningstar analyst rating Management Fee(%)

BetaShares Australian High Interest Cash ETF AAA Neutral 0.18

iShares Core Cash ETF BILL Not rated 0.07

UBS IQ Cash ETF MONY Not rated 0.18

Source: Morningstar
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